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💣Incoming💣 
 
Judge orders public release of what Michael Flynn said in
call to Russian ambassador & unredacted portions of the
MR pertaining to Flynn 
#TreasonComment 
 
Misha Flynn superseding Indictment likely incoming 
 
Stone’s Andrew Miller testifies at GJ tomorrow at 9:30am
🍿

💣Incoming2💣 

 

“No hoax, no witch hunt, no exoneration.  

 

Your turn, Congress.” 

 

Nancy Pelosi's impeachment strategy is politically smart, soon... status quo change

incoming. 

 

Trump tells reporters Russia did invest in his campaign "as an insurance policy"

against a HRC loss.
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💣Incoming3💣 

 

Trump acknowledged for the first time that Russia helped “me to get elected,” and

then quickly retracted the idea. 

 

Caught red handed, the Trump adm planned to gerrymander the census: 

 

Hofeller‘s hard drive reveals effort to rig census for white Republicans.

💣Incoming3💣 

 

Hofeller achieved near-mythic status in the GOP as the dad of gerrymandering. 
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But after he died last summer hard drives revealed something else: he had played a

crucial role in the Trump admin decision to add a citizenship question to the 2020

census.

💣Incoming4💣 

 

After hacking Pentagon computers, Assange recklessly published unredacted cables

harming America’s interests by putting its diplomatic sources at risk of reprisals,

persecution or worse 

 

Russia rejects US claim of violation of nuke test ban

💣Incoming5💣 

 

Jordan's King tells Kushner Palestinians must have a state 

 

The tax cuts have had virtually no effect on wages, haven’t contributed to a surge in

investment, and haven’t come close to paying for themselves.  

 

Nor have they delivered a cut to the average taxpayer.
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💣Incoming6💣 

 

100 years ago, an eclipse changed the known laws of physics and made Einstein

Einstein 

 

'Egg Boy' donates $69,000 to Christchurch Foundation 

 

US scientist pleads not guilty to lying about China contact 

 

Opioid Crisis in the Bronx Claims Tiny Victim: 1-Year-Old

0:00

💣Incoming7💣.  

 

Manafort's Trump Tower property is officially forfeit. 

 

North Korea Envoy Executed Over Trump-Kim Summit 

 

US wiped hard drives at Russia's 'troll factory' in last year's hack 
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IRA news site reveals what happened last year on the day before the US midterms.

0:00

💣Incoming8💣.  

 

Chicago prosecutors charge R&B singer R. Kelly w/ 11 sex-related counts involving

one victim. 

 

Entrepreneur who provided encrypted Blackberries to crime lords gets 9 years prison 

 

Ohio GOP stacked the deck against DEMs running for Congress – & Ohio's DEM

voters

💣Incoming9💣 

 

GOP block disaster relief bill for 3rd time. 

 

Pelosi: 

 

"This is staggering ... Every day that House Republicans obstruct and delay, more

American families are left to suffer. This sabotage is unconscionable, dangerous and
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must stop."

0:00

💣Incoming10💣 

 

Perth: Eugeni “Zhenya” Tsvetnenko loses third bail bid ahead of US extradition

hearing  

 

He has been in prison since Dec 2018 after being charged in connection with wire

fraud, conspiracy to commit wire fraud and conspiracy to commit money laundering.

💣Incoming11💣 

 

Trudeau vows to confront Pence over 'backsliding' women's rights during meeting 

 

Rep. Jim Jordan's cousin retaliated against ODU whistleblower 

 

Jordan's cousin Matthew Finkes posted his social security number online and called

him a "rat" on a radio show.
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💣Incoming12💣 

 

Trump adm plans to launch a panel to offer "fresh thinking” on int’l human rights. 

 

“The Commission will provide fresh thinking about human rights discourse where

such discourse has departed from our nation's founding principles of natural law &

natural rights,”

💣Incoming12💣 

 

“Nation’s founding principles” &“natural law” are coded signals of plans to focus less

on protecting women & LGBT people. 

 

The word “natural” is interpreted to mean “God-given,” a phrasing that signals a

religious component 

 

#HumanRights
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💣Incoming13💣 

 

France Becomes The First Country To Ban All Five Pesticides Linked To Bee Deaths 

 

Law Enforcement Officers Indicted for Extortion and Fraud 

 

Did you know our US National Security Advisor John Bolton is a Putin/Mercer/Koch

backed Bad Boy of Brexit?

📌Judge orders public release of what Michael Flynn said in call to Russian

ambassador 

W hi t P t B ki N W ld US DC N & A l i
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Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/judge-orders-public-release-of-what-michael-f…

The Trump administration plans to launch a new panel to offer "fresh thinking” on

international human rights, a move some activists fear is aimed at narrowing

protections for women and members of the LGBT community. 

State Department to launch new human rights panel stressing 'natural …
Human rights activists said that they were surprised by the move and trying to learn
details.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/30/human-rights-state-department-1348014

‼ Ostensibly our US National Security Advisor John Bolton is a Putin/Mercer backed

Bad Boy of Brexit  

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

John Bolton: The Mercer-Backed Trump NatSec Advisor 
Pushing for Post-Brexit Deregulation 
 

This article highlights the big picture: many connected themes 
& agendas of the Putin backed Far R co-conspirators involved in 
Brexit, 2026Elex & TeamTrump. 
#TOCdesmog.co.uk/2019/01/24/mee…

41 10:01 PM - May 30, 2019

48 people are talking about this

Meet John Bolton: The Mercer-Backed Trump Advisor Pushing…
A close advisor to Donald Trump who wants to slash environmental
regulation and regards Brazil President Jair Bolsonaro as a “like-
desmog.co.uk
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📌But after he died last summer hard drives revealed something else: he had played a

crucial role in the Trump admin decision to add a citizenship question to the 2020

census. 

Deceased G.O.P. Strategist’s Hard Drives Reveal New Details on the Ce…
Weeks before the Supreme Court rules on the legality of the citizenship question,
evidence filed in court could further erode the Trump administration’s rationale for
the question.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/30/us/census-citizenship-question-hofeller.html

Busted: Evidence reveals effort to rig census for white Republicans 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-30/north-korea-envoy-

executed-over-trump-kim-summit-chosun-reports

📌The tax cuts have had virtually no effect on wages, haven’t contributed to a surge

in investment, and haven’t come close to paying for themselves.  

 

📌Nor have they delivered a cut to the average taxpayer.  

A devastating analysis of the tax cut shows it’s done virtually no econ…
The Congressional Research Service says claims that the tax cut would
turbocharge the economy were a scam.

https://www.latimes.com/business/hiltzik/la-fi-hiltzik-tax-cut-effects-20190529-story.html

‼ Misha Flynn superseding Indictment incoming?  

K. Louise Neufeld
@ninaandtito

'member when the judge was like, "Mike Flynn you committed 
treason so ya better do more cooperating" 
welp. 
Mike Flynn is Person A and Flynn "Intelligence" is Company A 
and you should read this excerpt from the superseding 
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indictment of Flynn's co-conspirators, Kian & Alptekin:

K. Louise Neufeld @ninaandtito
A superseding indictment was filed on 5/23/19 vs Rafiekian and 
Alptekin, aka Flynn's co-conspirators. 
The only change I found was the addition of specifics in paragraph 57. 
The original indictment is here:justice.gov/opa/pr/two-men…  the 
superseder is on PACER so there's a paywall.
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‼ Good Read‼  

 

Mueller’s Seething Message: This Isn’t a Hoax, This Is a Crime 

 

@BarbMcQuade to translates for Robert Mueller: 

 

“No hoax, no witch hunt, no exoneration.  

 

Your turn, Congress.” 

Mueller’s Seething Message: This Isn’t a Hoax, This Is a Crime
The special counsel is too reserved to say what he really means: Russia attacked
America and Trump broke the law.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/muellers-seething-message-this-isnt-a-hoax-this-is-a-cri…

Why Nancy Pelosi's impeachment strategy is politically smart 
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Why Nancy Pelosi's impeachment strategy is politically smart
Special counsel Robert Mueller's public statement on Wednesday seemingly left
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi between a rock and a hard place. She's taking a
middle of the road approach on impeachment -- …

https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/30/politics/pelosi-trump-impeachment-analysis/index.html

🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

Yang Happy Endings = SUBPOENAS – Mad Dog PAC 

Yang Happy Endings = SUBPOENAS
  Cindy Yang, you get a Subpoena.   Mar a Largo, you get a Subpoena.   Trump
Victory, you also get a Subpoena.    Some of the best reporting comes from actual
local reporters. Their hard work and ste…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/cindy-yang-mar-a-largo-trump-victory-subpoe…

Entrepreneur who provided encrypted Blackberries to crime lords gets 9 years prison 

Entrepreneur who provided encrypted Blackberries to crime lords gets…
Phantom Secure CEO Vincent Ramos of Canada provided encrypted devices to
international criminal organizations, earning millions of dollars in profit

https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/courts/story/2019-05-28/entrepreneur-ph…

Russia rejects US claim of violation of nuke test ban 
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Russia rejects US claim of violation of nuke test ban
The Russian Foreign Ministry has angrily rejected a U.S. claim of Moscow’s
possible violation of a global nuclear test ban.

https://www.militarytimes.com/flashpoints/2019/05/30/russia-rejects-us-claim-of-violatio…

🎥Republicans for the Rule of Law  

 

Bill Kristol
@BillKristol

Here it is, from Republicans for the Rule of Law, and soon (in a 
shorter version) coming as an ad to TV set near you: Senior 
GOP lawyers on Trump's obstruction of justice.

22.8K 4:41 PM - May 30, 2019

13.8K people are talking about this

Trump tells reporters Russia did invest in his campaign "as an insurance policy"

against a Hillary Clinton loss.  

Zev Shalev
@ZevShalev

Breaking:  Donald Trump tells reporters Russia did invest in his 
campaign "as an insurance policy" against a Hillary Clinton loss.  
@narativlive @traciemac_Bmore

1,529 3:11 PM - May 30, 2019

1,740 people are talking about this

President Trump on Thursday acknowledged for the first time that Russia helped “me
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to get elected,” and then quickly retracted the idea. 

Trump Accuses Mueller of a Personal Vendetta as Calls for Impeachme…
President Trump dismissed comments from Robert S. Mueller III, the special
counsel, that the Russia inquiry did not clear the president of wrongdoing. “He’s
somebody that dislikes Donald Trump.”

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/30/us/politics/trump-russia-help-elected.html

🏵Essential Read🏵 

Greg Olear
@gregolear

With regard to Trump/Russia & #impeachment, here are things 
that remain true: 
 
[THEAD]

321 4:13 PM - May 30, 2019

197 people are talking about this

Netanyahu suffered a stunning defeat on Thursday after he failed to meet a midnight

deadline to form a new government, casting a cloud over his future as prime minister

and thrusting Israel into the chaos of a new election 
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After Coalition Talks Crumble, Israel on Course for Another Election
Benjamin Netanyahu seemed to have an easy path back to power. But his efforts
ran aground on a power struggle among his potential partners.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/29/world/middleeast/israel-election-benjamin-netany…

Assange should be extradited.  

 

Mr Assange’s reckless publication of the unredacted versions of those cables the

following year harmed America’s interests by putting its diplomatic sources at risk of

reprisals, persecution or worse 

Why Julian Assange should be extradited
WHEN JULIAN ASSANGE was dragged out of Ecuador’s embassy and into a
London courtroom on April 11th, you could be forgiven for thinking that it was his
life’s work, moral character and personal hygien…

https://www.economist.com/leaders/2019/04/20/why-julian-assange-should-be-extradited

Perth: Eugeni “Zhenya” Tsvetnenko loses third bail bid ahead of US extradition

hearing  

 

He has been in prison since Dec 2018 after being charged in connection with wire

fraud, conspiracy to commit wire fraud and conspiracy to commit money laundering. 

Russian tycoon denied third bail attempt
Russian-born technology tycoon Eugeni “Zhenya” Tsvetnenko, who allegedly took
part in a multi-million dollar text message scam in the United States, has lost his
third bid to get out of jail in Perth…

https://www.perthnow.com.au/news/court-justice/perth-eugeni-zhenya-tsvetnenko-lose…

North Korea Envoy Executed Over Trump-Kim Summit, 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-30/north-korea-envoy-

executed-over-trump-kim-summit-chosun-reports
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🏵Pelosi Bashing Serves Trump🏵 

 

#Strategy  

Kristine Cummins
@KristineCummins

#TeamPelosi for those who think she doesn't do anything.

Christine Pelosi @sfpelosi
“We will continue on our path led by our 6 Chairs... last week we had 3 
victories in court:  
1. Cummings on accountant testimony  
2. Waters on Deutche Bank financials  
3. No defense funds to build a Wall” @SpeakerPelosi #cwclub
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US wiped hard drives at Russia's 'troll factory' in last year's hack 

 

📌IRA news site reveals what happened last year on the day before the US midterms. 

US wiped hard drives at Russia's 'troll factory' in last year's hack | ZDNet
IRA news site reveals what happened last year on the day before the US midterms.

https://www.zdnet.com/article/us-wiped-some-hard-drives-of-russias-troll-factory-in-last…

Jordan's King Abdullah drew a red line on the plan that the Trump adm is expected

to unveil to attempt to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, telling Kush it must be

based on a two-state solution that gives Palestinians a capital in East Jerusalem. 

Jordan's King tells Kushner Palestinians must have a state
Jordan's King Abdullah drew a red line on the plan that the Trump administration is
expected to unveil to attempt to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, telling White
House senior adviser Jared…

https://www cnn com/2019/05/29/politics/jordan abdullah kushner/index html
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https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/29/politics/jordan-abdullah-kushner/index.html

100 years ago, an eclipse changed the known laws of physics and made Einstein

Einstein 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/100-years-ago-an-eclipse-ch…

Deceased G.O.P. Strategist’s Hard Drives Reveal that he wrote a study in 2015

concluding that adding a citizenship question to the census would allow Republicans

to draft even more extreme gerrymandered maps to stymie Democrats.  

Deceased G.O.P. Strategist’s Hard Drives Reveal New Details on the Ce…
Weeks before the Supreme Court rules on the legality of the citizenship question,
evidence filed in court could further erode the Trump administration’s rationale for
the question.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/30/us/census-citizenship-question-hofeller.html

‼ ICYMI‼  

 

‘Dogmeat,' laughter, and a house on an isthmus: Four surprising tidbits from Ohio's

gerrymandering trial 

 

Ohio Republicans stacked the deck against Democrats running for Congress – and

Ohio's Democratic voters 

'Dogmeat,' laughter, and a house on an isthmus: Four surprising tidbit…
The three federal judges in Cincinnati will decide whether Ohio Republicans
violated the constitution.

https://www cincinnati com/story/news/politics/2019/04/01/gerrymandering-ohio-lawsuit
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https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/politics/2019/04/01/gerrymandering ohio lawsuit…

UK Government accused of ‘sweetheart deal’ with Donald Trump over Turnberry

lighthouse 

UK Government accused of ‘sweetheart deal’ with Donald Trump over …
Donald Trump’s flagship Scottish business is paying just £100 a month to a UK
Government public body to lease buildings at the world-famous Turnberrry
lighthouse, The Scotsman can reveal.

https://www.scotsman.com/news/politics/uk-government-accused-of-sweetheart-deal-…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Erik Davis
@ErikDavis

Replying to @ErikDavis

Harrison Ford is here, and he gets the Falcon started by calling 
to Peter Mayhew instead of Chewbacca. Classy 
touch#StarWarsGalaxysEdge

6,013 3:48 AM - May 30, 2019

1,646 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

3,900 Pages of Paul Klee's Personal Notebooks Are Now Online, Presenting His

Bauhaus Teachings (1921-1931) 

 

H/T @reflectingman 
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3,900 Pages of Paul Klee’s Personal Notebooks Are Now Online, Prese…
Paul Klee led an artistic life that spanned the 19th and 20th centuries, but he kept
his aesthetic sensibility tuned to the future.

http://www.openculture.com/2016/03/3900-pages-of-paul-klees-personal-notebooks-ar…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Pinche-Pastor of Our of the
@Pinche_Pi

This, ladies and gentlemen, is called "The Perfect Bartender" 
 
When the recipe calls for 3oz of Bourbon and somehow she 
pours a full pint, you've found your unicorn  
 
Extra shout out to the "3 dashes of bitters" from the empty bottle 

Turing Police @turing_police
im losing my fucking mind

91 6:28 PM - May 30, 2019

30 people are talking about this
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Jzikah
@jzikah

Replying to @karolcummins

Thank you. I'm most proud of my economic maps.  I happen to 
publish them one day before the market tanks.  
#EconomicEmpath #EconomicAnxiety

2 11:31 PM - May 30, 2019

See Jzikah's other Tweets

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Maud Gonne
@AnnaEngelbrech5

This is so terrific and it felt so good to have a leader again if only 
for 36 minutes she is wise and the world is lucky to have her as 
was Harvard @karolcummins ~ youtube.com/watch?v=9ofED6…

7 11:17 PM - May 30, 2019

See Maud Gonne's other Tweets

  YouTubeYouTube   @ @YouTubeYouTube

🍁#EdgarDegas🍁 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#EdgarDegas  
 
Germain-Edgar De Gas, more familiarly known to us as Edgar 
Degas, was born 1834 & died 1917 in Paris, France. 
 
Self-portrait 
 

#PAM #PAMFAM 
#EdgarDegas
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#PAM #PAMFAM #EdgarDegas
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77 9:23 PM - Jul 8, 2018

28 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

West coast please set your alarm clocks tonight, as I suspect tomorrow will be insane

& you won’t want to miss any of it! #Buckleup!  

 

Tomorrow we will find out why the Judge in Flynn’s accused him of betraying his

country.  

 

Stone’s aide testifies b/4 a GJ in am.🍿

0:00

Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @MsMariaT @ReflectingMan
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

May 30, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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